splendour of spring, the faint luring strains of Kinnara fairy damsels permeated the
air and awakened the many tapasvins of the place from their meditations. Opening
their eyes, they were thrilled by what they beheld before them. The fresh fragrance,
the enchanted scenery, the alluring tunes and the feel of the cool breezes soon
invaded their minds rousing kama and a queer longing for the embrace of the other
sex. In spite of their long austerity, their senses now ruled supreme; and illusion
swayed their minds, so that all they beheld assumed the form of fair maidens smiling
and beckoning to them to approach. Even the pramadhaganas were affected and,
forgetting their many duties, began to dance and sing and roam about the rejuvenated
gardens. Their Chief Nandiswara, was at fh"st stunned at their unruly behaviour.
Then, noticing the enchantment of the surroundings, he suspected foul play by some
enemy of Isana who must be intent on disturbing his Samadhi state. However,
finding Lord Shiva still in tranquil silence and unaffected by the outer turmoil, he
came out to meet the noisy pramadhaganas. With brows knitted in anger, eyes
flashing red and nostrils dilated, he inhaled a deep, long breath and, quivering with
wrath, let out a mighty, powerful Humkara which echoed and resounded through the
entire Ashrama reverberating from hill to hill and filling the hearts of one and all with
the dread of some impending doom! As if by a magic wand, the terrifying Humkara
silenced the pramadaganas who became instantly sobered and ran back trembling
to attend to their several duties; the munis and tapaswins shuddered at the sound
and automatically closed their eyes and sprang back into meditational poses; the
frisking and frolicking animals stood suddenly still and slyly began to retire to their
lairs in fear; the singing birds stopped in the midst of a tune and flew back, in haste,
to their nests. Even the leaves and branches of trees stopped moving for the breezes
themselves had frozen with fear. Even Vasantha, the Lord of the Spring Season,
closed his eyes for a moment in silent prayer!
KAMADEVA ENTERS STHANVASRAMA
While Sthanvasrama was thus veiled in a hushed silence of the stillness of death,
Kama Deva and Rati Devi moved into the scene dazed and stunned. Picking up
courage, however, they stealthily walked behind bushes and took shelter in an arbour
of flowers, hidden by a Malati bush. As they did so, Madana's left eye quivered
again and again betokening evil; Rati Devi's right eye flickered and trembled like a
lotus flower struck by intermittent breeze. Unmindful of these forebodings of evil,
Kandarpa was firmly set on his purpose and, looking for a vantage point, moved to
a leafy Madhavi shrub on an eminence, fully covered with camouflaging flowers,
whence he could, unobserved, have a good view of Mahesvara in Samadhi.
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMESVARA IN SAMADHI
From their vantage point behind the Madhavi shrub, Madana and his wife beheld
Mahesvara seated still as a rock under a shady Nameru (ponna) tree. Clothed in a
tiger's skin he shone with a celestial radiance like unto the dazzling summer sun in
splendour.
Lord Shiva sat unconscious of his surroundings. Steady and deep as the
waveless ocean and like unto a lamp in a windless place, his mind and senses had
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